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SOME ASPECTS OF POLITICAL 
EVENTS*

BY

BARON PAUL FORSTER

Budapest, 28th February 1938.

Lest we should forget that we have been enjoying, for the 
past 20 years, the blessings of a so-called "Peace” , this last 
month has again provided thrills apparently dangerously 
threatening the fragile patchwork of Peace.

And yet, looking at things from the Danube Valley, a part 
of Europe certainly as dangerous as the Balkans or Turkey —  
the Sick Man of Europe —  used to be in pre-War days, the 
outlook does not appear so sombre. Neither in the light of recent 
spectacular happenings nor with regard to prospects of the 
future.

In fact, as to the future, the auspices seem to be more hope
ful than at any time in the past three years. The question may 
be raised as to what justifies such an optimism. The answer is 
simple enough: it is the first time since 1919 that hardly any 
dissenting voice is raised to paralyse previous attempts towards 
assuring the peace of the world by means of friendly negotiations.

After a heated debate on foreign policy, the French 
Chamber on the 26th instant, by an overwhelming majority, sup
ported MM. Chautemps and Delbos and thus proved that even 
France is willing to assist the Governments in their efforts to 
secure peace by diplomatic negotiations. The French Minister's 
declaration of adherence to the Franco-Soviet alliance should 
not prove so dangerous a problem as the uncreasing mischief
making of the Komintern might otherwise incline us to believe.

W e refuse to admit —  as some others claim —  that no 
assurance of peaceful intention can be honest if it is given by

* We would beg our readers, when perusing the columns of the 
present issue of our Review, to bear in mind that it had already been 
set up when the recent event® in the Austrian situation occurred.
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a totalitarian State. Neither can we admit that such assertions 
are merely a trap for the innocent —  but for the sake of argument 
let us say that even poor Stalin’s harrassed democracy did not 
attempt to impose its gentle methods on Spain or is innocent 
in all acts of sabotage in English or French shipbuilding yards. 
—  Thus we on our part are convinced that France sincerely 
wishes to take her share in the maintenance of Peace.

The glorious patriotism of the French people, their shrewd
ness, their readiness to abandon squabbling over minor details 
in hours of supreme danger, as well as some of the more easy
going tendencies of their Latin race, are only too well known 
national characteristics. And yet beyond and above all these 
more spectacular merits of the French one often forgets some 
of their characteristics; their thrift, equalling that of the 
legendary Scotchman, their industriousness and above all their 
inborn common-sense paired with respect for justice and fair 
play. And they surely abhor war and are convinced pacifists.

But if so, how is it that the French people, with their perfect 
democratic system, did not succeed in having their pacifist ideal 
embodied in their foreign policy, and that on the contrary their 
foreign policy, right or wrong, has produced in some quarters 
beyond the Rhine the impression that fear of war continues to 
influence French policy in its attempts to isolate Germany. Even 
in the last month new military measures, the strengthening of the 
army and the navy, were decided upon; it is true that all this is in 
keeping with the amazing general race for rearmament most 
noticeable since Germany denounced the military clauses of 
Versailles.

Le us hope that this race in armaments is going to be the 
surest guarantee of Peace; the conviction becoming general in the 
minds of all peoples and their governments that a new war would 
mean a catastrophe engulfing the apparent victors and the de
feated alike. This conviction paves the way for negotiations, for 
honest efforts to assure the Peace of the world, by bringing one 
party's interest and desire for security into harmony with such 
demands of the other party as must seem justified to the un
biassed.

And now let us first look at the facts and happenings v/hich 
have caused so much stir in Europe in this eventful month of 
February.

The conversations at Berchtesgaden, following rather closely 
upon the spectacular replacement of the highest officials, civil 
and military, in the Reich, were looked upon in some quarters
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as the first step towards the Anschluss in particular, and as the 
beginning of a more aggressive policy on the part of Germany 
in general.

As to personal changes, we have seen them continually 
reoccur in Italy, in the French Governments, and lately even in 
the rejuvenation of British military leadership. Thus from an 
outsider's point of view the German changes need not mean more 
than was officially admitted as their purpose, the unification of 
the Reich.

Ever since 1933 it had been expected that the often divergent 
policy of the "Party” and the old bureaucracy must, sooner or 
later, be overcome by the gradual displacing of the latter by 
representatives of the "Party”. Just as the independence of the 
various States, amongst them of such big ones as Bavaria or 
Baden und Wiirttemberg, all proud of their privileges, had to 
give v/ay to the united Reich, so the divergency of the two 
policies, that of Party and old bureaucracy, had to disappear.

It would nevertheless be wrong to believe that this change 
must mean a change for the worse. After all, it cannot be denied 
that the strengthening of nationalist feeling in Germany, —  
indeed the coming into power of Hitler himself —  was greatly 
due to the stubbornness with which all attempts of democratic 
Germany to obtain the alteration of those stipulations of the 
Versailles Treaty which had proved untenable, were frustrated, 
or could only be corrected by grudgingly accepting Germany's 
one-sided action or coup de force.

And again, looking at the diplomatic actions of the Hitler 
regime, it cannot be denied that it was certainly the German 
national socialist “Party” that could and did make peace with 
Poland; while formerly the Polish-German controversy seemed 
to be that grave conflict which would necessarily lead to war 
between these two nations. In spite of certain prophecies, that 
the Polish-German peace was insincere and could not last, we 
see that it works quite well, not only as a means of ensuring 
Peace, but even as a useful instrument to solve such difficult 
problems as those of Danzig and of racial minorities. Problems 
which, had they by chance been entrusted to the League of 
Nations instead of being dealt with in friendly negotiations 
between those directly concerned, would certainly have made 
the Polish-German differences permanent and more acute.

And now let us revert to Austria, Berchtesgaden and after. 
There certainly is a considerable difference in the public
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utterances of the leading statesmen in Berlin and Vienna, both 
in words and we might say in spirit.

It would be useless to deny that in Germany and in some 
quarters of Austria, as well as in foreign countries, the impression 
had became prevalent that a close co-operation between Austria 
and the Reich was decided upon; so close that it might ultimately 
lead to some kind of “Anschluss” in practical economics and 
politics, even if the formal merging of the two States into one 
were excluded for the present. Against this the Austrian 
Chancellor in his memorable radio speech left no doubt that his 
Government’s policy, apparently supported by the majority of 
the Austrians, intended to maintain Austrian independence and 
would always base upon specific Austrian interests that co
operation with the German Reich, which centuries of political 
connections, the geographical situation and the identity of race, 
justifies and necessitates.

The tragic difficulty lies in the fact that St. Germain and 
Trianon broke into small fragments the Dual Monarchy, that 
Empire which since Talleyrand's time had been considered an 
absolute necessity for the balance of power on the Continent. 
The Peace Treaties substituted for this Customs Union of 52 
million peoples an artificial patchwork, leaving mutilated Austria 
and Hungary with three other States which, thus separated, could 
in no way replace the political and economic value of the Habs- 
burg Monarchy —  either as an important factor of European 
politics or as affording to the majority of the various races 
concerned the advantages previously enjoyed. W e in Hungary are 
willing to leave to the impartial mind to decide to what extent 
the blunders of the Peace Treaties were aggravated by the 
extreme nationalism and the autarchic policy of the Little Entente 
States.

And so it comes that in spite of the specific “Austrian” 
spirit of the overwhelming majority of the population of present- 
day Austria, a very large section of that population, at heart still 
good Austrians, see their future better assured by a closer union 
with the Reich.

Neither Clemenceau nor that weakling, Woodrow Wilson, 
lived to see the mess for which they were responsible; but Mr. 
Lloyd George is here, and it is more than surprising that he of 
all people should now attack that responsible statesman who 
realises that the continuance of the present political turmoil must 
lead to war and therefore, against all ill-advised opposition, 
boldly takes the lead. He inaugurates a new policy —  not one
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of slogans —  but one of friendly negotiations without abandoning 
really essential principles.

The last few days have clearly shown that British public 
opinion fully supports this new policy and so far as France is 
concerned we need only mention Flandin, De Monzie and Mistier, 
These statesmen, while advocating a policy of negotiations, 
incidentally and explicitly put the blame for the actual situation 
on the Peace Treaties.

The Pessimist and the Sceptic will however continue to 
have their doubts, and the "die-hards” who put empty words 
before life's essentials will continue to ride on their "principles”. 
They refuse to consider the terrible havoc which such blunders 
have already wrought in the world. We need but mention Haile 
Selassie, as one practical example, or indeed the League of 
Nations.

The League was bound to prove a failure because it showed 
itself to be a tool in the hands of the “have's” as against the 
“have-nots", —  an instrument to protect such provisions as stood 
in the way of that sensible dynamic development which the real 
statesmen long ago recognised as the only means of the main
tenance of Peace. And yet, so far no serious attempts have been 
made to reform the League: instead, sullen and schoolmasterly 
advice has been given to the dissenting, all the while inviting 
them to return to the bosom of that institution which has proved 
its inability and its partiality.

The other slogan, that of "collective security”, is equally 
far from being a true remedy for our political ills. Collective 
security is an absurdity so long as it cannot be based upon 
collective equality. —  W e in Hungary might justly ask whether 
it would not increase to freakish absurdity the iniquities of the 
Trianon Treaty if Hungary were required to spill Hungarian 
blood in the protection of the frontiers of those States into which 
three and a half million Hungarians have been driven —  against 
their own will. Even Belgium, Switzerland, Holland and the 
Scandinavian States do not want to be dragged into a struggle 
which is none of their concern.

It might be said that all the above does sound as an absolute 
submission to the Rome— Berlin axis.

By no means: Hungary would greatly suffer if Europe were 
divided into two hostile camps, but would rejoice if the four 
principal Powers of Europe —  Poland probably gladly assisting 
—  would remodel Europe on just and equitable principles. But 
on the other hand Hungary gratefully recognises the assistance
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given to her by Italy, remembers the historical and political ties 
binding her to Germany, and naturally realises the importance 
of the geographic position of Italy and Germany which gives to 
these countries a correspondingly large influence in the economic 
life of Hungary, That Hungary has good reasons to be dissatis
fied with the League system, that Hungary has had an actual 
experience of bolshevik rule and does not sympathize with the 
Soviets, are further reasons for Hungary's leaning towards Italy 
and Germany. This however does not mean that the Hungarians 
could ever forget their chief characteristics; their profound 
patriotism and their sense of liberty. Their repeated struggles 
for independence until it was guaranteed by the compromise of 
1867 and the coronation of Francis Joseph as King of Hungary, 
and all that has happened since the war and armistice, should be 
a conclusive proof that Hungary will never submit to a foreign 
rule.

On the other hand we Hungarians in the geographical centre 
of the Danuabe Valley, in our Carpathian basin, see, probably 
more clearly than Westerners, the real dieases of this part of 
the world. In England and France public opinion is much more 
stirred by the Spanish, Mediterranean or Far Eastern 
problems than by those of Central Europe. W e in Hungary have 
realised from the very beginning that St. Germain and Trianon 
were not a solution of the problems of Europe; and now, at last, 
that conviction is beginning to be accepted in Western count
ries too.

In France people used to look upon the Little Entente as 
the best and most reliable addendum to the military clauses of 
Versailles. France now realises that Yugoslavia’s economic 
interests necessarily draw her into friendly co-operation with 
Italy and Germany; that Rumania has similar tendencies, and is 
also harrassed by internal dissensions; that Czecho-Slovakia is 
in a deadly iron grip, while the great protector of France and 
Czecho-Slovakia, Soviet Russia, is of very doubtful military value.

W e have mentioned Rumania's internal troubles; we might 
add that the Croatian problem is still awaiting a solution in 
Yugoslavia, while in Czecho-Slovakia the German, Magyar, 
Slovak, Ruthenian and Polish minorities are clamouring for what 
is their due, for what was guaranteed them either by international 
treaties or by bilateral agreement® between Czechs on the one 
hand and some supposed representatives of the Slovaks or 
Ruthenians on the other.

At present conditions in the Danube Valley are certainly
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not better than they were before the War, probably worse for 
the majority of the various peoples of this region. We have to
day chauvinistic Czech, Rumanian or Serbian hegemony instead 
of the former considerate German or Hungarian ascendancy, with 
only just a meagre recent effort on the part of Yugoslavia to 
improve the conditions of the racial minorities in that country.

Thus, both the political and the economic conditions in the 
Danube Valley being unsatisfactory, a solution of this problem 
is just as necessary as that of the Franco-German controversy 
or the Spanish and Mediterranean questions. They should all be 
solved on equitable lines, one after the other, as quickly as 
possible, if not simultaneously, always remembering that an 
opportunity once missed never recurs.

As said at the outset: the outlook is bright, the will to 
negotiate is to hand in all four principal Capitals of Europe. Let 
us not wait until some ill-advised or mistaken word spoils the 
chances of understanding or some belated action risks the success
ful working of that spirit which the British Government has now 
initiated. This might be our last chance!

It should lead to a new Peace Conference to blot out all 
blunders of 1919/20.

In the British Empire, as all over the world, admiration 
must be felt for the Prime Minister who concentrates his states
man's energy on the ultimate aim, viz. the preservation of Peace, 
instead of pursuing with youthful energy catchwords which have 
hitherto merely brought us to the verge of a new war.

—  y  —
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